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Evaluating Mitigation Effort: Tools and Institutions for
Assessing Nationally Determined Contributions

Joseph E. Aldy*
Harvard Project on Climate Agreements

SUMMARY

The emerging pledge and review approach to international climate policy provides countries

with substantial discretion in how they craft their intended emission mitigation contributions.

The resulting heterogeneity in mitigation pledges creates a significant demand for a well-

functioning transparency and review mechanism. In particular, the specific forms of intended

contributions necessitate economic analysis in order to estimate the aggregate effects of these

contributions, as well as to permit "apples-to-apples" comparisons of mitigation efforts. This

paper discusses the tools that can inform such analyses, as well as the institutional framework

needed to support climate transparency. In light of the negotiating challenges with respect to

transparency, the paper describes the potential for countries to implement Living Mitigation

Plans that include regular updating of domestic mitigation programs with data and analyses

on their outcomes. Such Living Mitigation Plans can serve as the foundation for independent,

expert review of domestic mitigation programs. Moreover, they can include the inputs

necessary to assess the mitigation value of domestic mitigation efforts. Such assessments could

inform the linkage of domestic mitigation policies, especially among disparately designed

mitigation policies.

* The author is also affiliated with Resources for the Future, National Bureau of Economic Research, and Center for Strategic

and International Studies. Contact: joseph_aldy@hks.harvard.edu; Harvard Kennedy School, 79 John F. Kennedy Street,

Mailbox 114, Cambridge, Massachusetts, USA 02138. This work has been supported by the Enel Foundation, the International

Emissions Trading Association, and the World Bank Group. Daniele Agostini, Irina Lazzerini, Giuseppe Montesano, Mariano

Morazzo, Robert Stavins, Robert Stowe, Jeff Swartz, Bianca Sylvester, Marika Tatsutani, and participants in the Harvard

Project on Climate Agreements May 2015 workshop on comparison and linkage of mitigation efforts provided excellent

comments on earlier drafts of this work. For more on the workshop, including most presentations, see: http://belfercenter.

ksg.harvard.edu/publication/25401. The author is grateful to Bryan Galcik for layout and design of the paper.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A pledge and review approach to emission mitigation has emerged in international climate

policy architecture since the 2009 climate negotiations in Copenhagen (Aldy and Stavins

2012). Over 80 developed and developing countries "inscribed" their independently-developed

mitigation targets, goals, and policies in the 2009 Copenhagen Accord' and the 2010 Cancun

Agreements,2 negotiated under the aegis of the United Nations Framework Convention on

Climate Change (UNFCCC). The 2014 Lima Call for Climate Action' invited countries to

voluntarily submit their intended nationally determined contributions (INDCs) to the post-

2020 emission mitigation efforts. A major new agreement structuring the post-2020 climate

regime will likely be concluded at the annual UNFCCC conference in Paris in December

2015.

Given the discretion left with national governments on the form and timing of their mitigation

contributions under the Paris agreement, this pledge and review approach creates a significant

demand for a well-functioning transparency regime (Aldy 2014b). Determining INDCs'

emission impacts and environmental benefits requires sophisticated evaluation (Aldy and Pizer

2015). A system of voluntary mitigation pledges will generate interest among stakeholders in

methods to compare intended contributions. For example, assessments of INDCs' emission

impacts may enable environmental stakeholders to identify less ambitious countries and to

pressure them to enhance their mitigation ambition. The relative energy-price and economic-

cost impacts of INDCs may draw the attention of business stakeholders, who may be concerned

about the competitiveness impacts of climate policy. Domestic political pressures will drive

interest in transparency, assessment, and comparability of

mitigation efforts. The dramatic heterogeneity in
the INDCs submitted to date

Moreover, assessments of domestic mitigation programs creates a significant need for
can help countries identify potential partners with rigorous tools for evaluation.
whom they could link their domestic mitigation efforts

(Bodansky et al. 2014). This could take the form of linking two cap-and-trade programs,

or perhaps finding ways of linking two disparate means of implementation (Metcalf and

Weisbach 2012). The latter, especially, would benefit from a rigorous assessment of mitigation

activities to ensure that linking does not undermine the environmental benefits of domestic

programs designed to implement the countries' respective INDCs.

I http://unfccc.int/resource/docs/2009/cop I 5/eng/ 11 a0 1.pdf.

2 http://unfccc.int/resourcc/docs/20 10/cop 1 6 /eng/07aO 1.pdf.

3 http://unfccc.int/resource/docs/201
4

/cop
2

0/eng/ 10 a0)1 .pdf.

4 For the October 23, 2015 draft text of the Paris agreement, see: http://unfccc.int/files/bodies/application/pdf/wsland2@2330.pdf.
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The dramatic heterogeneity in the INDCs submitted to date creates a significant need

for rigorous tools for evaluation. First, an assessment of the aggregate emission impact of

the INDCs requires economic and related analysis to convert a number of the forms of

contributions - including emission peak years, reductions in the emission-to-GDP ratio, and

reductions from a forecast business-as-usual emission level - into an emissions-level metric.

Second, an "apples-to-apples" comparison of contributions from these disparate formats

would also require economic and/or statistical analyses (Aldy and Pizer 2015).

In order to assess and compare contributions, analysts may draw from an array of tools. The

choice of tool will depend on the policy question under consideration. Some simple analysis

of INDCs may be sufficient to generate an estimate of emissions impacts. More sophisticated

tools may be necessary, however, to assess economic costs and carbon and energy prices, as

well as potential trade effects.

Conducting assessments of countries' domestic policy programs places substantial institutional

demands on the multilateral climate negotiations. A long literature in international relations

and law highlights the importance of designing legitimate, professional institutions for policy

surveillance (Thompson 200 6 a; Victor 2007; Hafner-Burton et al. 2012; Aldy 2014b). Lessons

from the implementation of policy surveillance in other multilateral contexts can help inform

the design of a rigorous climate-policy-surveillance regime that can enable assessments and

comparisons of mitigation efforts. Integrating these independent efforts with countries' own

domestic review and surveillance programs can further enhance the transparency and hence

credibility of the pledge and review approach to climate policy. To illustrate a way in which

domestic mitigation efforts can contribute to this transparency, I describe below an approach

that I refer to as "Living Mitigation Plans."

Mitigation assessment can also play an important role in enabling the linking of domestic

mitigation programs. Such assessments can address questions from domestic stakeholders

about the economic and environmental implications of potentially linking with another

domestic mitigation program. In the specific case of linking two disparate domestic mitigation

programs - such as cap and trade in one country with a carbon tax in another, or cap and

trade in one country and a performance regulation in another - analysts may want to employ

tools that can characterize both the environmental and economic impacts associated with the

linkage, as well as ways of assessing the mitigation value of the domestic programs without a

hard emissions cap (Lazarus et al. 2015; Marcu 2014, 2015; World Bank 2015).

The next section of the paper will examine in more detail the need for evaluation and assessment

tools. Section three presents some of the tools that could be employed for assessments and

discusses how the nature of the policy question will frame the appropriateness of any given

tool. The fourth section illustrates institutional approaches for applying, testing, and evaluating
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these tools for assessment, with attention to the importance of transparency. The fifth section

describes how mitigation assessments would enable the "review" in "pledge and review" to

support an international agreement, with a detailed discussion of enhancing countries' own

roles through Living Mitigation Plans. The sixth section addresses how mitigation assessments

could facilitate linkage of domestic mitigation programs. The final section concludes.

2. THE NEED FOR EVALUATION TOOLS

The pledge and review approach represented by countries tabling their INDCs requires

rigorous evaluation tools. Each INDC describes that country's mitigation objective and, to

some extent, its emission mitigation program. The Lima Call for Climate Action provided

substantial discretion to countries in how they craft their intended contributions.

As a result, there is significant heterogeneity in the forms of mitigation contributions in

the 129 INDCs submitted to the climate negotiations through November 8, 2015.5 While

most industrialized countries have focused on economy-wide greenhouse gas emission

targets, they differ in their choice of base years and target years. For example, the European

Union, Norway, Russia, Switzerland, and other countries characterize their contributions

as percentage reductions relative to a 1990 base year, while Australia, Canada, Japan, New

Zealand, and the United States have employed a 2005 base year. The United States' INDC

calls for reducing emissions through 2025, but other industrialized countries' contributions

are set through 2030. Some of these industrialized countries' INDCs explicitly acknowledge

the use of international trading and offset mechanisms (e.g., Switzerland, New Zealand, and

South Korea), while others explicitly rule out international market mechanisms (e.g., the

United States).

There is even more variation among developing countries' INDCs. The heterogeneity among

these countries mirrors the heterogeneity in the inscribed mitigation policies and goals in the

2009 Copenhagen Accord and 2010 Cancun Agreements. Some countries have established

target years by which their carbon dioxide or greenhouse gas emissions will peak, including

China (2030), Singapore (2030), and South Africa (2025). A large number of countries intend

to reduce their emissions relative to a forecast business-as-usual level for the year 2030, such

as Algeria, Argentina, Colombia, Indonesia, Mexico, the Philippines, South Korea, Thailand,
Turkey, and Vietnam. Another set of countries plans to reduce emission intensity, measured

as the ratio of carbon dioxide emissions to gross domestic product (GDP), including Chile,

China, India, and Tunisia.

5 The INDCs are available on the UNFCCC web site: http://www4.unfccc.int/submissions/INDC/Submission%2OPages/

submissions.aspx. See also World Resources Institute Climate Analysis Indicators Tool (WRI CAIT): http://cait.wri.org/indc. The

129 INDCs represent 157 parties to the UNFCCC, including the 28 individual member states of the European Union, out of 196

total UNFCCC parties.
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Several contributions include multiple forms of policy goals. China's INDC includes an

emission peak year, a reduction in carbon intensity, and a non-fossil-fuel share of primary

energy consumption. Singapore's INDC puts forward an intensity target and a peak year.

Many developing countries have included a dual set of contributions, one unconditional

and one conditional on external financing, including Bangladesh, Benin, Burundi, Chad,

Ecuador, Jordan, Lebanon, the Maldives, Morocco, Peru, Trinidad and Tobago, and Togo.

(See Figure 1 for a map illustrating the range of submitted INDCs.)6

Figure 1: Submitted INDCS
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This heterogeneity is a natural outgrowth of the voluntary pledge and review regime. By

permitting countries to design their own domestic mitigation contributions, they can tailor

their emission mitigation goals and policies to their national economic, institutional, and

political circumstances. This enables broader participation with regard to emission mitigation

in the current multilateral climate policy framework than in previous agreements. The Kyoto

Protocol's first commitment period established targets for 38 nations representing 51% of

6 Available online, with associated data, at: https://docs.googlc.con/spreadshects/d/1YglQiiucWW9vuDUAMeRstzzLxTXi6zFWtFV

ClqtRTe4/cdit#gid=302505590. See also WRI CAIT: http://cait.wri.org/indc.
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global greenhouse gas emissions in 1997. At the 2012 UNFCCC climate talks in Doha, 31
countries representing 12% of 2012 global greenhouse gas emissions decided to participate

in the second commitment period of the Kyoto Protocol. By contrast, the 2009 Copenhagen

Accord, the initial foray into a pledge and review framework and the precursor to the current

approach, included voluntary emission

mitigation commitments through 2020 Sophisticated analysis will
from more than 80 countries representing be necessary to evaluate
more than 80% of 2009 global greenhouse country-level emission
gas emissions. An almost identical set of impacts. It will also be
commitments was associated with the 2010 necessary to convert the
Cancun Agreements.' "apples and oranges" in the

voluntary mitigation pledges
This voluntary pledging approach, however, into common metrics for
creates several challenges for evaluating the assessing the aggregate
individual and collective impact of the pledges. impact of the contributions.
Under the Kyoto Protocol, all country targets

were percentage reductions from a 1990 base year level of emissions and the industrialized

countries had an aggregate target to reduce emissions at least 5% below 1990 levels derived
from these country targets. In contrast to this uniform approach, the heterogeneity in

contributions under the emerging regime does not simply and transparently yield an estimate

of aggregate mitigation effort.

Economic modeling tools are necessary to generate estimates of emissions levels under

contributions specified as reductions in carbon intensity, emissions peaking by a specified

year, or emission reductions from forecast business-as-usual contributions (Aldy and Pizer
2015). Moreover, the emission impacts of an individual country's contribution in the emission

intensity reduction and peak year categories will depend on the breadth and stringency of other

countries' mitigation pledges. Economic tools can account for how global markets generally,

and especially markets for fossil fuels, respond to the expected implementation of INDCs,
which in turn could affect economic growth, the carbon intensity of economic growth, and

the timing of emissions peaking in these countries.

The key point is that sophisticated analysis will be necessary to evaluate country-level emission

impacts. It will also be necessary to convert the "apples and oranges" in the voluntary mitigation

pledges into common metrics for assessing the aggregate impact of the contributions - such

7 All references to global greenhouse gas emissions in this paragraph are from WRI CA http://caiut.wri.org (land use changes

excluded). Pledges for mitigation effort through 2020 (inscribed in the Copenhagen Accord and Cancun Agreements or submitted

subsequently) are listed, with links to the text of the pledges, on acRI GAu hp://cait.wri.org/plcdgcs. See also interactive map of

pre-2020 pledges on the UNFCCC's web site: http://ond fccc.int/286o.php.

8 Several economies in transition in central and eastern Europe chose base years other than 1990 for their emission targets.
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as future aggregate emission levels or costs - which in turn can feed into climate-modeling

analyses of temperature and related climate change impacts.'

The development and use of tools to evaluate INDCs is in part motivated by domestic and

international interest in comparing mitigation effort among countries. First, the domestic

political implications of a country pledging to mitigate its emissions may drive demand for

transparency and assessments of comparability of effort. Environmental stakeholders may

use assessments of individual countries' mitigation contributions to apply pressure for more

ambitious action. Comparative assessments could enable environmental stakeholders to lobby

their government to undertake more mitigation to match the ambition of its peers. These

assessments may also enable environmental stakeholders to defend, to their peers, the pledges

of those countries taking on comparable effort.

In addition, business stakeholders, especially those whose products face international

competition, may have substantial interests in ensuring that their country's mitigation

contribution will not put them at a competitive disadvantage relative to similar businesses

in other countries. Assessments of comparability of effort could inform specific policy

mechanisms intended to address potentially adverse competitiveness impacts from domestic

emission mitigation policies, such as free, output-based allocation of emission allowances in

cap-and-trade programs and border tax adjustments on imports in carbon tax regimes (Aldy
2015a; Aldy and Pizer 2014).

Second, countries typically agree voluntarily to multilateral coordination if they believe they

are getting a "fair deal." What constitutes a fair deal may vary from country to country,

depending on the preferences of leaders, stakeholders, and publics. Regardless of a country's

perspective, however, most notions of fairness involve some consideration of (and thus a

need for assessing) relative contributions. Indeed, the UNFCCC's principle of "common but

differentiated responsibilities and respective capabilities" recognizes that contributions have

a common element as well as a differentiated element, and implementing this principle in

practice requires an assessment and comparison of mitigation effort.

Some analysts have also advocated approaches to setting country emission targets that reflect

various notions of equity (e.g., Bosetti and Frankel 2012; den Elzen et al. 2006; Gupta 2007;
Hof and den Elzen 2010; Michaelowa et al. 2005). While the current voluntary pledging

regime is inconsistent with a top-down, equity-rule or formulaic approach to setting targets,

some may use such analyses as a benchmark for evaluating the fairness of the voluntary pledges.

9 The member countries of the UNFCCC, in Lima in late 2014, directed the Convention's Secretariat to produce a report by November

1, 2015 "on the aggregate effect [on emissions] of the intended nationally determined contributions (INDCs) communicated by

Parties." The mandate specified that only INDCs submitted by October 1, 2015 be included. The report may be found at: http://

unfccc.int/resource/docs/2015/cop21/eng/07.pdf. "Key challenges and assumptions" are discussed in Section C.3, pp. 23-26.
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The most natural way for
When most large emitters perceive the climate-change two countries to coordinate
regime as fair, there is at least the possibility of countries their policy efforts - and
and groups of countries increasing their mitigation realize the cost-savings
contributions over time. of convergence in the

shadow price of carbon
Third, assessing and comparing mitigation effort in - is by linkage of their
countries' contributions can highlight similarities or domestic programs.
differences in the expected marginal cost of emission

abatement. Significant variation in these marginal
costs would suggest that the emerging architecture is not cost-effective. This has important

long-term implications; Bodansky et al. (2014) and Ranson and Stavins (2013) emphasize
the role that minimizing the costs of mitigating emissions can have in leveraging more
ambitious mitigation goals and efforts over time. The increased transparency of domestic

planning processes and expected implementation programs can facilitate analyses of expected

mitigation costs. Substantial differences in expected marginal abatement costs, while revealing

potentially large benefits from coordinating on mitigation policies and convergence in the
shadow price on a ton of carbon, may reflect domestic and international political economy
concerns. The latter, as a function of equity concerns, could yield wealthy countries with
higher marginal abatement costs than lower-income countries. The former, due to domestic

political opposition to large transfers from developed countries to developing countries, could
hinder the prospect for efforts to coordinate policies.

The most natural way for two countries to coordinate their policy efforts - and realize the

cost-savings of convergence in the shadow price of carbon - is by linkage of their domestic
programs. Assessment and comparison of effort can serve to highlight the potential gains

from trade in bilateral linkage and, by reducing costs, may further prompt increased ambition

over time. Moreover, assessment of a country's INDC and domestic mitigation program can
provide assurances about the environmental integrity - such as through its domestic policy

surveillance and compliance mechanisms - of a partner country's policies, so that efforts to
promote cost-effectiveness do not subsequently undermine the environmental benefits of (and

hence the political support for) linking (Bodansky et al. 2014; Lazarus et al. 2015; World

Bank 2015). These issues will be discussed in more detail below.
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Figure 2: Why Compare Effort?

Any combination of these
three motivations for
comparing effort can lead
countries to increase the
ambition of their mitigation
contributions over time.

3. TOOLS FOR ASSESSING EFFORT

Aldy and Pizer (2015) describe four principles that might motivate the choice of metrics

for mitigation effort - and comparison of effort across countries. First, an ideal metric

would comprehensively represent the entire mitigation effort of a country. Second, metrics

should be observable, measurable, and quantitative. Third, metrics should be replicable by

independent third parties, to ensure the legitimacy of the metrics. Finally, metrics should be

universally applied among countries participating in global climate policy. Possibilities range

from emissions metrics (emissions levels, emission intensities, and emission reductions from

business as usual), price metrics (such as carbon and energy prices), and cost metrics (such

as mitigation costs). Aldy, Pizer, and Akimoto (2015) conclude that no single metric is ideal,

and thus recommend using a suite of metrics for comparing effort, just as an analyst would

rely on a suite of economic indicators for characterizing the health of the macroeconomy. See

Table 1 for further detail.
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Table 1: Synthesis of Metrics for and Principles of Comparison
of Mitigation Effort

Principle

Metric Comprehensive Measurable Replicable Universal

Emission A poor estimate Yes Yes; public domain Fossil CO 2 data exist
Levels of effort because it data for energy and for all countries;

conflates natural fossil CO 2 available additional work needed

trends for all GHGs

Emission Better than Yes Yes; public domain Yes for fossil CO 2
Intensities emission levels data for energy and GDP; additional work

as it controls for fossil CO 2 available needed for GHG/GDP

economic trends,

but a noisy signal

Emission Most Challenging Different model No, few modeling
Abatement comprehensive - requires structures with platforms evaluate more

among emission- modeling tools / different assumptions than -10 countries

related metrics subjective choices could yield different

to determine outcomes

counterfactuals

Carbon Captures effort per Explicit, yes; Yes for explicit prices; No, given few explicit
Prices ton, but says little implicit requires implicit prices may carbon pricing policies;

about tons detailed analyses depend on analytic modeling tools

assumptions necessary to estimate

implicit carbon prices

Energy Inadequate for Yes, but unclear Yes Yes, but requires more
Prices and non-energy how to aggregate detailed data collection
Taxes

emissions; fails to than currently in public

account for non- domain

market regulatory

instruments

Abatement Best measure of Challenging Different model No, few modeling

Costs effort, still requires - requires structures with platforms to

benchmarking modeling tools / different assumptions comprehensively

subjective choices could yield different evaluate more than -10

to determine outcomes countries

counterfactuals and

model costs

Source: Aldy and Pizer 2015.
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In the context of the UNFCCC negotiations and the Paris agreement, the choice among
metrics depends in large part upon the type of mitigation objectives countries choose in their

INDCs. However the choice of metric is made - based on the above principles or a reading of

the INDCs - the assessment and comparison of mitigation effort can draw from a rich array

of tools. Some of these are quite simple, transparent, and easily replicable. Others are built

on sophisticated modeling platforms, and different modeling teams could make different but

equally plausible modeling assumptions and thus produce different results.

Comparison of Descriptive Statistics

Some metrics, such as emission levels, carbon intensity of economic output, and energy

prices require compiling raw data, most of which governments already collect and publish.

Producing descriptive statistics that permit the straightforward comparison of emission levels

or carbon intensity among a set of countries - or changes over time in these measures - could

inform stakeholders and policymakers.

Nonetheless, there are three challenges with the use of simple descriptive statistics to characterize

and compare mitigation efforts. First, emission levels and carbon intensity may be incomplete

measures of mitigation effort. For example, Russia's emissions have fallen substantially below

their 1990 levels as a result of economic restructuring, not emission mitigation policies.

Second, price metrics - such as energy prices and carbon prices - will require methods and

data for aggregation to construct a single, national measure. Such techniques exist, but they do

produce further data demands. Third, comparing metrics that include monetary units (such

as emissions per unit of GDP or prices) requires consideration of the appropriate exchange

rate to convert values into a common currency (see Aldy and Pizer 2015 for more details on

these points).

Energy-Economic Models

Economists have long employed global energy-economic models to estimate the total costs,

marginal costs, and emission reductions versus a "business-as-usual" (BAU) scenario (e.g.,

Weyant and Hill 1999; McKibbin et al. 2011; Tavoni et al. 2015). Given the stakeholder

interest in apples-to-apples comparisons of INDCs, an integrated modeling framework

that applies internally consistent data and assumptions to produce comparability metrics

is preferred to country-specific alternatives. Individual country reporting may be selective

and reflect country-specific data, assumptions, and methods that likely hinder cross-country

comparisons (although, as noted below, such reporting is a critical input and starting point

for assessments of effort). The UNFCCC track record through the national communications
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processes illustrates this challenge."' Countries produce measures of mitigation effort using

methods consistent with UNFCCC guidelines that are not comparable to those produced by

other countries (Thompson 200 6 a). Self-reported metrics alone will not enable the apples-

to-apples comparisons that are necessary to understand the impacts of countries' intended

contributions.

Since one country's domestic program to implement its INDC can impact the economy,

energy sector, and emissions of another country through international trade in goods and

energy, assessments of INDCs should account for these cross-border impacts. Global energy-

economic models are well designed to do this. Country-specific assessments of mitigation

pledges, whether produced by that country's government or by an independent organization,

would likely be incapable of accounting for these energy-price, trade-flow, and investment

effects. As a result, such country-specific assessments could produce biased emissions, energy-

price, and economic impacts from any given INDC.

Statistical Analyses

One of the shortcomings of global energy-economic models is their focus on large economies

and regional aggregation. They may provide detailed analyses of mitigation effort for the

United States, China, the European Union (as a whole), and a few other countries, but they

cannot meaningfully characterize the mitigation effort and emission outcomes for most

countries that have submitted INDCs. Until model development can address these countries,

assessments of mitigation effort can be informed, at least in part, by statistical analysis and

forecasting.

As Aldy and Pizer (2015) note, reducing emissions from what they would have been in the

absence of a domestic mitigation program and the costs of such emission reductions likely

serve as the two most comprehensive metrics for mitigation effort. While the latter requires a

full economic model, the former can be analyzed in the context of statistical forecast models.

For example, analysts could use existing public domain data to estimate forecast models for

emissions as well as emission intensity. The statistical forecast could then be used to assess

10 For most of the UNFCCC's history, its track record on reporting and reviewing data has been quite poor (Thompson 2006a; Aldy

2013, 2014b). For example, as world leaders arrived at the 2009 Copenhagen Conference, the most recent emissions inventory

reported to the UN by nearly three-quarters of all parties to the UNFCCC was for 1994. As a result of the Copenhagen Accord and

Cancun Agreements, developed and developing countries agreed to biennial reporting on their emissions and emission mitigation

programs. The first batch of reports was due in 2014, and while all developed country reports have been submitted, only about a

dozen developing countries have submitted their biennial reports by October 1, 2015 (nine months after their deadline). UNFCCC,

Report of the Global Environment Facility to the Conference of the Parties, September 11, 2015: http://unfccc.int/resource/

docs/2015/cop21/cng/04.pdf. For background on the biennial reports and links to those submitted, see: http://unfccc.int/national

reports/bicnnial_reports_and_iar/submittcd_binnial_rcports/items/7550.php.
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the extent to which an emissions level called for by a contribution differs from the forecast.

It could also assess how a carbon intensity contribution differs from the forecast. Moreover,
for contributions specified as emission reductions from a forecast business as usual, statistical

forecast models could serve as the basis for independent construction of these BAU levels.

A number of economists have employed publicly available data on carbon dioxide emissions

from fossil fuel combustion to estimate models to forecast global and national carbon dioxide

emissions (Holtz-Eakin and Selden 1995; Schmalensee et al. 1998; Auffhammer and Carson

2008). While such models have performed well in forecasting near-term emissions, relative

to estimates from structural energy-economic models (e.g., Auffhammer and Carson's [2008]

forecast of China's CO 2 emissions based on provincial-level emissions data), there are potential

limitations to statistical forecast models. Such models are estimated based on historical data

and, as some countries develop, the past may be a poor predictor of future emission trends.

Moreover, some forecast models may yield imprecise estimates of future emissions (or emission

intensity), and a wide range of emission trajectories could be plausible. Thus, imprecise

forecasts would not be that informative to policymakers and negotiators. Finally, the academic

literature has a bias toward forecasting fossil-fuel CO 2 emissions in part because datasets for

many countries over a number of decades exist for this greenhouse gas measure. It may be

difficult to forecast estimates of all greenhouse gas emissions given less comprehensive datasets

covering a shorter period of time for non-fossil carbon dioxide greenhouse gas emissions.

Table 2: Analytical Tools for Assessing Mitigation Effort

Tool Application Advantage(s) Disadvantage(s)/limitations
Comparison Comparison of absolute Relatively simple to Emissions levels can be determined

of descriptive parameters (emissions execute and understand by factors other than mitigation

statistics levels, energy prices, policy; price data requires

carbon intensity) aggregation; price and intensity data

require choice of exchange rates

Energy- Estimation and Provides a common Focused on large economies and

Economic comparison of total basis of comparison of regional aggregation

Models costs, marginal countries using relative

costs, and emission (BAU) measures of

reductions versus BAU performance in INDCs

Statistical Estimation of forecasts Expands comparison Imprecise forecasts may not be

Analyses and of emissions and to a larger group of informative; past may be a poor

forecasting emission intensity countries; provides a predictor of future for rapidly

baseline for assessing developing countries

intended emission

abatement
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As a first step toward a
well-designed transparency

Data Needs mechanism, countries
could begin planning now

Every approach to assessing and comparing mitigation for the data collection
effort imposes important data needs. As a first step necessary to assess
toward a well-designed transparency mechanism, the outcomes of INDC
countries could begin planning now for the data implementation.
collection necessary to assess the outcomes of INDC
implementation. In light of the kinds of metrics described above, data protocols could

initially focus on emission inventories, energy and carbon prices, and relevant macroeconomic
indicators. In addition to this tranche of data to be collected, experts in the energy-economic

and statistical modeling communities could also identify the data they would need to calibrate
and/or estimate their models. Finally, there may be opportunities to design and implement

mitigation policies that permit learning about their efficacy, costs, distributional burdens, and

other outcomes. Structuring these policies to produce data and enable statistical identification

of causal impacts could substantially improve the knowledge base on mitigation-policy impacts

(Aldy 2014a).

4. INSTITUTIONS FOR APPLYING, TESTING, AND
EVALUATING TOOLS: THE ROLE OF TRANSPARENCY

In the emerging international climate policy architecture, which is characterized by highly

heterogeneous mitigation efforts, the development and application of analytical tools, along

with means for collecting the data upon which these tools rely, is crucial for assessing the

country-level, comparative, and aggregate impacts of those efforts. Such tools, and the

associated availability of data, in turn rely on effective transparency and review mechanisms

(Aldy 2013, 2014b). This section will assess the institutional context of transparency and

review mechanisms. Specifically, it will review the relationship between transparency and the

credibility of commitments, transparency models from non-climate multilateral regimes, and

lessons we might learn from these models.

Transparency and Credible Commitments

More than 50 years ago, Thomas Schelling wrote about the economic attributes of negotiations.

Signaling the seriousness of commitment is often a precondition for securing an agreement

among multiple parties. This can be challenging in some contexts, such as international

negotiations, given the significant deference to sovereign national governments and limited

tools for coercing a state to take actions beyond what it intends to undertake voluntarily.

Schelling suggests that transparency on a party's ex ante pledge and ex post outcome can

enhance the credibility of commitments:
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"A potent means of commitment, and sometimes the only means, is the pledge

of one's reputation.... But to commit in this fashion publicity is required. Both

the initial offer and the final outcome would have to be known; and if secrecy

surrounds either point, or if the outcome is inherently not observable, the

device is unavailable." (Schelling 1956, 288)

Schelling stresses that agreements may need to be structured on what is observable, even if that

is only correlated with the intended objective of the negotiation, in order to ensure that one

can observe compliance with the agreement. In addition, Schelling's take on the role of trust

in repeated negotiations can inform the structure of climate negotiations, given the dynamic

nature of the climate change policy problem:

"What makes many agreements enforceable is only the recognition of future

opportunities for agreement that will be eliminated if mutual trust is not

created and maintained, and whose value outweighs the momentary gain from

cheating in the present instance." (Schelling 1956, 301-302)

The information structure of repeated negotiations is a critical element determining the

stability of negotiated coalitions. Keohane (1994) emphasizes the importance of information-

producing institutions to facilitate collaboration among nations. In particular, he notes

that "more extensive arrangements for monitoring others'

behavior" are required in collaboration games and can Improving information
promote the reciprocity necessary to secure agreement in on commitments and
such games (Keohane 1994, 20). As Barrett (2003) notes in outcomes supports
his discussion of monitoring in international environmental informal and formal
agreements, "transparency is of fundamental importance mechanisms of peer
in a repeated game" (p. 284). Wettestad (2007) also notes review and peer pressure.
the relationship between public information about nations'

performance under an agreement and the trust it builds:
good monitoring and verification of practices in international institutions are important in

building trust between and among cooperating parties, and in strengthening wider societal

confidence" (p. 975). The legitimacy of the international agreement may rest on the caliber,

credibility, and independence of the implementing institutions (Bodansky 2007).

Improving information on commitments and outcomes supports informal and formal

mechanisms of peer review and peer pressure (Pagani 2002). Nations may initiate an informal

bilateral dialogue with those nations lagging far behind (to pressure them to do more) or

demonstrating progressive leadership and accomplishment (to learn how to follow their lead

effectively). Such information may also enable comparisons among nations that facilitate peer

pressure in the next round of negotiations.
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International institutions for information collection and dissemination can lower the costs of an
international agreement. Some international non-governmental organizations have developed

the technical capacity to assist governments with monitoring (Hempel 1996). Technical and

financial assistance for key elements of capacity building could enable improved monitoring,

reporting, and evaluation in developing countries (Keohane 1994). International institutions

can formally undertake monitoring that lowers the transaction costs of an agreement (Haas et

al. 1993). The information compiled on parties' actions and outcomes does not need

to meet the standard of a legal compliance mechanism. Indeed, few nations would subject

themselves to such a legal mechanism. Such information may "contain deviance within

acceptable levels"' (Klabbers 2007, 1004).

Transparency Models from Other Multilateral Regimes

Policy surveillance serves as a key element of a broad array of international policy regimes.

International organizations undertake regular assessments of domestic policy design,

implementation, and outcomes in economic policy, trade policy, energy subsidies, and trade

in endangered species, among other areas. These experiences can provide important lessons

to inform the design of an effective system of climate policy surveillance. The following

subsections provide brief summaries of, and identify lessons from, policy surveillance regimes

in a variety of contexts, together with a closing synthesis of international policy surveillance.

International Monetary Fund Article IV Consultations

The International Monetary Fund (IMF) undertakes annual country-level economic

surveillance under so-called Article IV consultations (IMF 2001; Schafer 2006). The IMF

supports standards for data dissemination and codes for good policy practice that can enable

member countries to provide inputs into the annual surveillance process as well as benefit

their design and implementation of economic policy. Such standards provide transparent,

timely, and measurable metrics for evaluating policy performance and identifying potential

economic vulnerabilities.

An Article IV consultation includes an annual visit by IMF economists and experts to the

member country, with interim discussions when necessary. Countries are required to provide

information to the IMF to enable the review of their economic environment and relevant

economic policies. After a country visit, the IMF expert team compiles a report that serves

as the basis for a peer review by the Executive Board, which includes 24 country directors

representing member countries or groups of countries. A summary of the Board discussion

and the report are typically published, and it is the emerging norm that countries agree

to the publication of their full Article IV staff report. Making public these reports enables

stakeholders to push for better economic policies in their respective countries and improves
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the quality of the IMF review product by effectively subjecting the reviewers to external

assessment (Fischer 1999).

OECD Economic Surveys

The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) facilitates peer

reviews of member states' economic policies every one to two years (OECD 2003; Schafer

2006). As part of this effort, a team of experts from the OECD Secretariat compiles a draft

report of the relevant policies for the country under review. The expert team typically visits the

country under review, draws data from a variety of public and private sources, and employs

the latest research to evaluate the country's economic policy program. A delegation from the

country under review responds to the draft report in a meeting of all OECD member states.

At this meeting, two so-called lead examiners are drawn from the membership of the OECD

to initiate the discussion of the draft report's findings, the response by the country under

review, and the report's recommendations for policy reforms. After these two peer reviewers

question the country under review, the entire membership has the opportunity to discuss

various elements of economic policy with that country's delegation. The final report reflects

this discussion and must secure agreement among all OECD members before it is completed.

The policy reviews are then made available to the public.

WTO Trade Policy Review Mechanism

World Trade Organization (WTO) members are subject to a regular review of their trade

policies (Mavroidis 1992). The Trade Policy Review Mechanism involves the preparation of

a report by a given member country on its trade policies and a report drafted by a team of

experts at the WTO Secretariat. The WTO Trade Policy Review Body provides guidance for

country reporting, including a template to structure countries' regular reports to the WTO.

In addition, developing countries may solicit technical assistance from the Secretariat in

preparation of their trade policy reports. The WTO Secretariat expert team typically visits

the country under review and draws from multiple sources - government data, third-party

data sources, and data in the public domain - in compiling its assessment of the country's

trade policy. The Trade Policy Review Body, comprised of all WTO members, receives the

Secretariat's report on the country under review and then hosts a delegation from that country

to participate in a meeting to discuss and explain the findings in the report. The final versions

of the reports submitted by the country under review and the WTO expert review team are

published.

Montreal Protocol Reporting on Ozone-Depleting Substances

Under the Montreal Protocol and related agreements focused on reducing the production and

consumption of ozone-depleting substances (ODS), countries report regularly on such ODS
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outcome data to the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP). Through March

2012, more than 190 countries have reported their ODS consumption data to UNEP for the

year 2010, and more than 180 countries have reported annual ODS consumption for at least

the past 15 years." This enables credible estimation of global ODS consumption, informed

assessment of consumption over time both globally and by nation to illustrate performance

relative to policy goals, and a public, transparent record to facilitate identification of policy

leaders and laggards.

The Montreal Protocol surveillance program has a well-defined process and data standards

for reporting, as well as a system of reviews of national policies that has strengthened the

monitoring and transparency of the agreement (Hampson 1995). The Montreal Protocol

Secretariat analyzes the annual national reports and publishes summary compliance reports

before the annual international negotiations under this agreement. In some cases, experts

employed data compiled by the World Meteorological Organization's (WMO's) Global Ozone

Observing System, established in 1957,12 to verify the ODS data submitted by individual

nations (Wettestad 2007).

G-20 Fossil Fuel Subsidies Agreement Implementation and Review

In 2009, the leaders of the twenty largest developed and developing nations agreed to "phase

out and rationalize over the medium term inefficient fossil fuel subsidies while providing

targeted support to the poorest" (G20 Leaders 2009). As part of the G-20 agreement, leaders

tasked energy and finance ministers to identify their nation's fossil fuel subsidies, develop a

plan for eliminating these subsidies, and report back to leaders by the following year's summit.

The leaders established processes of implementation and third-party expert review to enhance

the transparency of the agreement (Aldy 2015b).

The G-20 published a summary report of each member's identified fossil fuel subsidies and the

plan for eliminating them at the 2010 G-20 meeting in Toronto (G-20 2010). Since then, leaders

have continued to task energy and finance ministers to continue their efforts and report back

regularly. To complement this self-reporting, the G-20 leaders also tasked four international

organizations - the International Energy Agency (IEA), the OECD, the Organization of

Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC), and the World Bank - to undertake their own,

joint assessment of fossil fuel subsidies (IEA et al. 2010). This includes an examination of

individual countries' subsidies as well as the aggregate economic, energy, and environmental

impacts of the sum of these nations' subsidies. Relying on external experts at established

11 UNEP ODS Consumption in ODP Tons (2012). http://ozone.unep.org/en/data-rcporting.

12 The Global Ozone Observing System was subsumed by the Global Atmosphere Watch Programme of the WMO in 1989. See p. 6

at: http://www.wmo.int/pages/prog/arcp/gaw/ozonc/documcnts/gaw-shadoz-ndacc-revised-2007-08-29.pdf.
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and recognized international organizations also mitigates concerns about politicization of

the evaluation and verification mechanism and allows for a rapid ramping up of the review

process that would not be possible if a new bureaucracy had to be constructed from scratch.

A potential limitation of relying on existing international organizations, however, may be

the legitimacy of those organizations with incomplete memberships. For example, some

developing countries may question analyses and reviews by the IEA, whose membership is

comprised of developed nations.

Table 3: Transparency Models from Other Multilateral Regimes

Organization Process Key features
International Monetary Fund Article IV Consultations Well-defined guidance on reporting;

participation by selected member

governments (Board members)

Organisation for Economic Co- Economic Surveys Review by OECD staff experts;

operation and Development response from member government;

discussion by other members

WTO Trade Policy Review Mechanism Well-defined guidance on reporting;

peer review by WTO member

governments

Montreal Protocol Reporting on Ozone-Depleting Well-defined process and data

Substances standards for reporting, and system of

reviews of national policies

G-20 Fossil Fuel Subsidies Agreement Participation of external (third-party)

Implementation and Review reviewing organizations, as well as

member-country governments

Lessons from Other Multilateral Regimes' Transparency Models

Produce Credible Information through Transparency Mechanisms

In many multilateral contexts, parties to the international agreement have delegated

transparency, review, and policy surveillance responsibilities to international organizations,

which can play important roles by generating "neutral" information (Thompson 2006b)."

Chayes et al. (1998, 58) note that "it is no coincidence that the regimes with the most

impressive compliance experience - ILO, IMF, OECD, GATT - depend upon substantial,
well-staffed, and well-functioning international organizations"

13 This section draws from Aldy (2014b).
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Under IMF Article IV consultations and OECD economic policy reviews, permanent staff

experts make in-country visits as part of policy and data reviews (IMF 2001; OECD 2003;
Schafer 2006). In implementing the Trade Policy Review Mechanism, an expert team from

the WTO Secretariat visits the country under review and draws from multiple sources -
government data, third-party data sources, public domain data - in compiling its assessment

of the country's trade policy (Mavroidis 1992). Even under the Intermediate Range Nuclear

Missile Force Treaty, the United States and the Soviet Union provided for on-site inspection and

monitoring (Chayes and Chayes 1991). An effective transparency mechanism uses collected

data and policy information as inputs into the analysis and evaluation of policy actions and

outcomes. Analyzing and disseminating data on countries' actions under an agreement are

necessary for transparency to contribute to regime compliance (Chayes et al. 1998).

Facilitating Peer Engagement

Transparency and policy surveillance under the IMF, OECD, and WTO use the expert

reviews as key inputs for peer review. For example, in the OECD economic survey process, a

delegation from the country under review responds to the draft expert report in a meeting of

all OECD members. At this meeting, two lead examiners are drawn from the membership of

the OECD to initiate the discussion of the draft report's findings and recommendations for

policy reforms. The final published report reflects this discussion and must secure agreement

among all OECD members before it is completed. Similar processes operate through the

WTO Trade Policy Review Body and the IMF Executive Board (IMF 2001; Schafer 2006).

Providing a forum for member states to engage one another through peer review can facilitate

learning about effective policy practice and promote understanding about countries' individual

policy design and implementation. In implementing the agreement to eliminate fossil fuel

subsidies, the G-20 countries have recently initiated their own peer review process (Aldy

2015b). These peer review processes - under the OECD, the IMF, and the G-20 - serve as a

facilitative process, not as a compliance mechanism, and thus enable more candid dialogue

among participants. Schelling (2002) describes the

effectiveness of "reciprocal multilateral scrutiny"

among government negotiating teams in the talks on Providing a forum for member
the allocation of Marshall Plan resources after World states to engage one another
War II. This can serve as an important venue for through peer review can
persuasion to enhance ambition through a pledge and facilitate learning about
review approach to commitments. effective policy practice and

promote understanding about
countries' individual policy
design and implementation.
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Best Policy Practice

Levy et al. (1993, 415) note that international policy surveillance institutions can "foster

capacity-building by providing policy-relevant information in a form that is readily usable."

The UNFCCC has adopted Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) guidelines

for emission inventories and land use, land-use change, and forestry (IPCC 2003). Best

practices should extend beyond emission accounting to include policies. Aldy (2013) notes

that identifying best practice policies through the experiences of countries undertaking

emission mitigation can provide important information for developing countries as they

design their mitigation programs. The OECD in its economic surveys and the IMF in its

Article IV consultations highlight good policy practice in the country under review, and also

identify opportunities for countries to pursue best policy practice to address current economic

issues in that country.

Developed and emerging economies have substantial experience in implementing policies that

can affect investment in low-carbon technologies. Drawing lessons from these successes and

failures can inform the design of new policies in all countries, but especially those in developing

countries that may lack the institutional capacity to fully evaluate policy options (Levi 2009).
Establishing a set of best practice policies can draw from past

efforts to promote the deployment of low-carbon technologies,

The global climate and tailor guidance to countries' specific economic and cultural
policy architecture could circumstances. As some developing countries become expert on
publicize best policy adaptation, they can export best adaptation practices.
practices through a
variety of outlets. The global climate policy architecture could publicize best

policy practices through a variety of outlets. First, the regular

reviews of individual countries' climate policy programs could

include recommendations of policies appropriate to the geographic, cultural, and economic

context of that country. Second, best policy practices could be highlighted in annual aggregate

surveillance reports. This would need to be more substantive than the current synthesis of

industrialized countries' national reports, which is little more than a descriptive summary of

information presented in national reports.

Building Capacity in Developing Countries

The IMF supports standards for data dissemination and codes for good policy practice

that facilitate annual surveillance and benefit member countries in their implementation

of economic policy. Such standards provide transparent, timely, and measurable metrics

for evaluating policy performance and identifying potential economic vulnerabilities.

Implementing these standards has "enhance[d] the technical and professional capacities of
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finance ministries and central banks" (Chayes et al. 1998, 53). Developing countries may
solicit technical assistance from the WTO Secretariat in preparation of trade policy reports. The

World Health Organization, Food and Agriculture Organization, and World Meteorological

Organization provide technical assistance to developing countries as a primary programmatic

activity (Chayes et al. 1998).

The Secretariat to the Montreal Protocol on Ozone Depleting Substances (ODS) facilitated

developing-country reporting by elaborating procedures for tracking and reporting ODS data,

providing data-reporting templates, and explaining ways to improve domestic monitoring.

The Montreal Protocol increased the costs for failing to submit adequate ODS data reports by

linking access to financing for projects to reduce ODS consumption to satisfying the reporting

requirements (Wettestad 2007). Conditioning financing from the IMF on the adoption of

and adherence to standards and codes of practice could improve the quality of its surveillance

regime (Fischer 1999).

International institutions that perform the functions ofinformation collection and dissemination

can lower the costs of an international agreement. Technical and financial assistance for key

elements of capacity building could enable improved monitoring, reporting, and evaluation

in developing countries (Keohane 1994). International institutions can formally undertake

monitoring that lowers the transaction costs of an agreement. The provision of standards and

reporting templates can improve the transparency of the reporting and review mechanism and

enhance surveillance effectiveness. A robust international system of transparency will require

improving the technical capacity in many countries to adequately monitor and report their

climate policy activities (MacFaul 2006).

Transparency and Role for Civil Society

Shining a light on policy implementation and outcomes can empower stakeholders and

members of civil society. For example, making public Article IV consultations enables

stakeholders to push for better economic policies in their respective countries and improves

the quality of the IMF review product by subjecting the reviewers to external assessment

(Fischer 1999). Requiring transparency and permitting civil society scrutiny can enhance

the accountability of an international agreement (Keohane 1998). Non-governmental

organizations have provided information to challenge claims made by some countries in the

reporting of their human rights policies and practices (Chayes et al. 1998). The Convention

on International Trade in Endangered Species (CITES) formally relies on international non-

governmental organizations - the World Conservation Union and the World Wildlife Fund -
to provide independent reviews of national reports and a trade-monitoring network (Wettestad

2007). Individual counties have increased transparency by making data available, such as the

public dissemination of satellite data on Amazonian forest cover by the government of Brazil.
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Public dissemination of emissions data and policy evaluation can enable non-governmental

organizations to contribute more effectively to domestic policy design and international

negotiations.

5. USING MITIGATION ASSESSMENTS TO SUPPORT AN
INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENT

Transparency Raises Costs of Deviating from Pledges

Public information about a nation's actions can empower its leaders and stakeholders to call

on and pressure that nation to deliver on its commitments. Political leaders who push for their

nations to take on more ambitious climate change risk-reduction policies could benefit from

an institution collecting and publicizing information

Prodcinga co monon their actions. By providing an independent
Producing a common
understandingassessment of a country's effort and a comparison
udeprstanpdge of a how ona with the effort of its peers, regular surveillance can

disparate pledges that nationa legitimize domestic policies (Francois 2001). Such

governments havecntibute public information also increases the costs to political
to the current international

procss cmpae tooneleaders of failing to deliver on commitments, opening
process compare to one
another can build confidence them up to domestic stakeholder pressure and peer

amongcounties.pressure from other leaders. Given that emission
nrmitigation pledges are "nationally determined"

in the ongoing negotiations, and given that the

heterogeneity in INDCs reflects the tailoring of

pledges to national circumstances, national leaders have more "political ownership" of their

countries' pledges than would be the case in a Kyoto-style framework in which emission

targets are an outcome of multilateral negotiations. This political ownership further raises

the costs to leaders if their countries' mitigation outcomes do not square with their pledged

contributions.

Comparability of Efforts

Producing a common understanding of how disparate pledges that national governments have

contributed to the current international process compare to one another can build confidence

among countries. Similar efforts among similar countries would be perceived by many as

constituting a "fair" deal. Countries are much more likely to deliver on their current pledges

and increase future ambition if they believe they are participating in a fair deal (Ostrom
1998; Barrett 2003; Cazorla and Toman 2001). Moreover, comparable mitigation costs would
reflect a cost-effective agreement and address the concerns of energy-intensive industries by
leveling the international playing field (e.g. Aldy et al. 2010). As noted above, understanding
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the comparability of effort is a function of domestic politics in many countries, coming from

environmental advocates who believe that such assessments can drive more ambition as well

as business leaders concerned about the potential adverse competitiveness impacts of domestic

mitigation policies.

Understanding comparability of effort can leverage reciprocal mitigation actions. For example,

at the 2009 Copenhagen Conference, the European Union and Japan each announced its

intent to set more ambitious domestic emission targets if other developed countries committed

to comparable reductions.14 Such reciprocity has been key to successful international trade

negotiations. For example, Finger et al. (1999, 7) conclude that "a sense of fairness, of

appropriate contribution, was an important concept" in the success of the Uruguay Round of

trade talks. Simmons (1998, 87) notes that compliance with international agreements is likely

better under rules "prescribing reciprocal rather than uni-obligational behavior." Ostrom

(1998, 10) focuses on the importance of norms in guiding individual efforts toward collective

action, emphasizing that "all reciprocity norms share the common ingredients that individuals

tend to react to the positive actions of others with positive responses and the negative actions

of others with negative responses."

Implications for Border Tax Adjustments

Some countries have discussed publicly the prospect of implementing border tax adjustments

- fees reflecting the carbon content of imported goods - as a part of their domestic mitigation

programs. Border tax adjustments are intended to address the emission leakage from one

country because it imposes higher mitigation costs on domestic energy-intensive, trade-

exposed manufacturing than its trade competitors. Thus, an assessment of the comparability

of effort, with specific focus on the marginal costs of mitigating emissions, would serve to

identify potential competitiveness effects. This would highlight how trade channels coupled

with differences in domestic mitigation ambition could undermine the environmental benefits

of the domestic mitigation program in the more ambitious country. It could also spur political

support for a border tax on the carbon content of imports from the less ambitious (or non-

participating) countries (and possibly political opposition to the domestic mitigation program

on the basis that it is unfair to domestic manufacturing).

In the absence of independent or formal multilateral assessments and comparability of

mitigation effort, individual countries considering border tax adjustments may do this on

their own. The 2009 Waxman-Markey bill, which would have established an economy-wide

cap-and-trade system in the United States, provides an example. Section 767 of the bill would

have provided for a presidential review and determination of the industries and countries that

14 http://unfccc.int/resource/docs/20 11 /sb/eng/infO I rO 1.pdf.
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The characteristics of climate
change - reflecting the long-
lived accumulation of greenhouse would have been covered by the International
gases in the atmosphere - and Reserve Allowance Program, a defacto border
of the technologies responsible tax adjustment."
for greenhouse gas emissions...
highlight the need for a long-term, Institutionalizing the assessment and
durable climate change policy, comparison of effort through multilateral

climate transparency may deliver two potential

benefits with respect to a border tax adjustment. First, a multilateral transparency mechanism

could provide more credible and legitimate assessments of various countries' mitigation efforts.

This would enable a facilitative process among countries that could promote understanding of

respective mitigation efforts and, as necessary, a ramping up of mitigation ambition in order

to avoid the need for a border tax. Such a process would also be more likely to withstand a

challenge under the WTO.

Second, a border tax could serve as a way to penalize laggard countries that are not implementing

meaningful domestic mitigation programs. The threat of a border tax, even if it is not (or

rarely) used, could be sufficient to spur countries to implement serious domestic mitigation

programs. For example, China's interest in moving forward with a national cap-and-trade

program could reflect, in part, concerns that if it failed to step forward the United States or

other trade partners would consider a border tax adjustment (Aldy 2015).

Living Mitigation Plans

The characteristics of climate change - reflecting the long-lived accumulation of greenhouse

gases in the atmosphere - and of the technologies responsible for greenhouse gas emissions

(e.g., long-lived capital in power generation, transportation, manufacturing) highlight the

need for a long-term, durable climate change policy. In particular, clear and predictable policy

signals can drive investment in technology deployment and research and development as well

as behavioral change necessary to alter the long-term development trajectory and associated

emissions. A successful climate change policy, however, must also be flexible to adapt to

new information, such as learning about the climate system, learning about the efficacy and

efficiency of specific policy interventions, and learning about the climate change mitigation

actions of other countries.

In the ongoing multilateral climate negotiations, countries have pledged emission mitigation

contributions via their INDCs that establish various kinds of goals through 2030. The 10-15
year time horizons for these pledges are within the broader context of a long-term, global

15 Full text of the bill, as passed by the U.S. House of Representatives, is available on the web site of the Center for Climate and Energy

Solutions: http://www.c2s.org/docUploads/hr2454_housc.pdf. Sec. 767 begins on p. 1116.
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climate change objective to limit warming to no more than 2oC. In addition to the goals, a

number of countries have described the domestic public policies that they intend to implement

in order to achieve these goals. These INDCs represent the initial phase of countries' efforts to

characterize their plans for mitigating emissions. Let me suggest that the INDCs should serve

as the first step in what I will refer to as Living Mitigation Plans.

A Living Mitigation Plan should highlight a country's emission mitigation goal(s), describe its

efforts to implement this goal, present the details of its plans for domestic policy surveillance

and review, and outline the process by which the country would update implementation policies

in response to new information. In contrast to Annex B of the Kyoto Protocol or Appendices

I and II of the Copenhagen Accord, which were finalized as part of those negotiations and

were not subject to future revision absent an entirely new decision of the UNFCCC member

governments, the Living Mitigation Plan would be a collection of documents, information,

data, and analyses that each country would continually update over time. Just as the INDC
is "nationally determined," all of the elements of the Living Mitigation Plan would also be

nationally determined and contributed.

The INDC serves as the initial, framing component of a Living Mitigation Plan. More than

150 countries have tabled their INDCs in the negotiations over the course of 2015. Through

this pledging process, the Lima Call for Climate Action notes that countries may submit

additional information, including data, analysis, methods, and descriptions of implementation

timeframes and planning processes that may promote the transparency and credibility of

countries' INDCs. The substantial heterogeneity in the types of information included in the

INDCs illustrates the variety of ways in which a country may initiate a Living Mitigation

Plan. The key first step common to INDCs is setting an overall emission mitigation goal.

Many INDCs also provide information about the types of data and information necessary

for understanding and potentially evaluating a country's goal. This may include the scope of

coverage by industry, by activity, or by types of greenhouse gases. This may include details

about the methods used to inventory and report emissions. It may include a business-as-

usual "no-policy" forecast to facilitate interpretation of emission targets specified as emission

reductions from this forecast BAU. These all serve as part of the necessary foundation for

assessing and comparing countries' mitigation efforts.

While some countries have included preliminary details on the domestic mitigation programs

they plan to pursue under their INDCs, a Living Mitigation Plan would provide the means

for countries to update the policy descriptions and associated data and analyses. For example,

the United States submitted its INDC in March 2015 and then, in August 2015, promulgated

the Clean Power Plan, which will lower the U.S. power sector's carbon dioxide emissions by

32% below 2005 levels by 2030. To further enhance the credibility of its INDC and increase
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the transparency of its domestic mitigation program, the United States could add to its Living

Mitigation Plan the final rule, regulatory impact analysis, and related information. As the

United States considers additional public policies to lower greenhouse gas emissions, such as

regulating methane emissions associated with oil and gas extraction or extending vehicle fuel

economy standards beyond 2025, then the policy details and policy analyses could likewise be

submitted as a part of the U.S. Living Mitigation Plan.

To inform domestic policymakers, stakeholders, and their publics, as well as to serve as a

potential input into subsequent independent policy surveillance, Living Mitigation Plans

could also include the processes and results of retrospective reviews of a country's domestic

mitigation program. Effective retrospective review and analysis of specific public policy

interventions requires planning before the launch of these policies. Such planning would focus

on data collection protocols, identification of empirical methods and tools for evaluating policy

performance, and, as necessary and feasible, the design of the policy intervention to enable

rigorous statistical evaluation of the public policy (Aldy 2014). Given the iterative nature of

climate negotiations and the interest in exploring opportunities for enhancing ambition, such

retrospective reviews could take place well before the end of the INDC time horizon and serve

as interim progress reports.

Such interim reviews could address environmental performance, as well as other issues important

to domestic politics and continued participation in the global agreement. For example, as noted

above, businesses in many countries are concerned about adverse competitiveness impacts of

domestic emission mitigation policies. Rigorous analyses of competitiveness impacts could

inform both the domestic politics and policymakers in other countries as they consider how

to move forward with domestic program implementation.

Efforts undertaken for the retrospective review could build on the human and analytic capacity

being developed by countries to comply with their biennial reporting requirements under

the UNFCCC's International Assessment and Review16 and International Consultations

and Analysis. 17 The reporting through these existing mechanisms could evolve to focus on

policy efficacy. As a part of this process, countries could identify those policies that they have

implemented and evaluated that would merit broader application. In promoting such best

policy practice, Living Mitigation Plans could produce important information spillovers from

the leading countries in combating climate change to those countries that will be ramping up

their emission mitigation ambition over time.

16 http://unfccc.int/focus/mitigation/the_multilateral_asscssment_proccss_under-the_iar/items/7549.php.

17 http://unfccc.int/national_rcports/non-annex_i_natcom/cge/itcms/862 1.php.
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In some cases, a country may make a good-faith effort but find that its domestic mitigation

policies are failing to deliver on its intended contribution. The Living Mitigation Plan could

also provide a mechanism through which countries could identify and communicate the

challenges to its mitigation efforts. For example, the Fukushima nuclear disaster in Japan

forced a fundamental reconsideration of the future of nuclear power in Japan. In the near

term, it also prompted the government to shut down the existing nuclear power-plant fleet

for safety inspections and policy review. To meet its energy needs, Japan consumed more oil

and natural gas than it had planned to do. Through a Living Mitigation Plan, Japan could

document how the shock to its energy system affected near-term and longer-term emissions.

In the event that another country encounters an unexpected adverse emissions-related shock,

it could highlight how the shock affected its ability to meet its INDC, which could provide

transparency that helps enhance credibility even if a country does not realize its emissions

mitigation goal.

Given the global nature of energy markets and economic activity more generally, a Living

Mitigation Plan could also provide an opportunity for a country to describe both implicit

spillovers and explicit linkage of domestic mitigation programs. The implicit spillovers could

address the economic interactions among trade partners that undertake emission mitigation

policies. Such spillovers could include how domestic mitigation programs may affect the global

prices of fossil fuels, or the costs and availability of low-carbon technologies in international

trade, or overall economic growth in trade-partner countries. Indeed, the economic costs of

any given domestic mitigation program are likely to be affected by mitigation activities in other

countries. Emission outcomes for countries that have less than complete coverage of their

economies' emissions in their INDCs, or have INDCs specified as a ratio of emissions to GDP

are also likely to be affected by the mitigation programs in other countries. Understanding

and illustrating these spillovers could serve to inform the ongoing negotiations.

Of course, some spillovers are quite explicit decisions to engage in emission trading - either

at the nation-state level or among firms through linked domestic mitigation programs. Living

Mitigation Plans could provide regular updates on linked mitigation programs, transfers of

emissions allowances, and reviews of the efficacy and environmental integrity of the linked

regimes. Since some countries explicitly include trading in their INDCs as a part of their

implementation plan (e.g., Switzerland, the European Union), accounting of trading would be

an important element of the transparency and legitimacy of the voluntary pledging approach

to emissions mitigation. The next section addresses assessment, comparability, and linking of

domestic mitigation programs in more detail.

In sum, the Living Mitigation Plan would include a country's emission mitigation goal,

description of domestic implementation, interim progress reports and retrospective

evaluations, frequent updates on emissions inventories, updates on emission forecasts, details
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on the financing of and results of supported mitigation activities, and related information.

This would significantly reduce the burden of conducting independent policy surveillance,

enable stakeholders to conduct their own
independent assessments, and facilitate

A Living Mitigation Plan - by the comparison of mitigation efforts
providing a means for collecting among countries.
information on domestic policy
implementation and evaluation To ensure easy, broad access to the Living
- aims to strengthen the links Mitigation Plans, the UNFCCC could
between the emission pledge supplement the web site for posting
and the review of that pledge. mitigation contributions, proposed in

the draft agreement to be considered

at the Paris conference," by including

these materials. This would involve a substantial redesign of the INDC portal, since it would

require much more than a single link to an INDC for each country. Nonetheless, it could

build on the existing online presence for INDC submissions.

A Living Mitigation Plan - by providing a means for collecting information on domestic

policy implementation and evaluation - aims to strengthen the links between the emission

pledge and the review of that pledge. By establishing a close relationship between mitigation

pledging and transparency, the process of developing, communicating, and understanding

information about a country's current pledge can better inform consideration of future

pledges. Moreover, with many developing countries making a two-pronged mitigation pledge,

the first part consisting of unsupported mitigation action and the second part supported

by external financing, the Living Mitigation Plan can highlight the relationships among

mitigation, finance, and transparency more generally. To facilitate the transparency of climate

finance - in terms of financial flows and the returns on those financial transfers - developing

countries could undertake initial reporting through their Living Mitigation Plans and donors

could submit information about their recipient-specific financing for clean energy and related

mitigation investments to those developing countries' Living Mitigation Plan online portals.

The self-reporting of mitigation activities through a Living Mitigation Plan is not, however,

a substitute for an independent assessment of the impacts of a country's domestic mitigation

program. Such an independent assessment will be important in promoting confidence in the

pledge and review system. Given the challenge of securing agreement on a robust transparency

regime in the UNFCCC negotiations, the review and assessment of countries' mitigation

efforts may need to be undertaken by academics, stakeholders, and other analysts in an

18 Article 3, Section 9 of the October 23, 2015 draft negotiating text, p. 9, at: http://unfccc.int/files/bodies/application/pdf/

wsland2@2330.pdf.
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informal manner (Aldy, Pizer, and Akimoto 2015; Sabel and Victor 2015). This provides an

opportunity to experiment with tools and processes for review that could eventually feed into

a formal multilateral transparency mechanism.

6. USING MITIGATION ASSESSMENTS TO FACILITATE LINKAGE

Decision to Link

An important practical use of assessments and comparisons of mitigation effort is to help

individual jurisdictions link trading systems or explicitly coordinate carbon taxes or other

policies. The heterogeneity in the mitigation pledges presented in the INDCs is matched by

substantial heterogeneity in domestic mitigation policies. The design and implementation of

domestic policies will have important implications for potential linking among countries.

In the simple case of two countries considering whether to link their respective cap-and-trade

programs, understanding carbon prices with and without linkage would be an informative

metric. Absent similar carbon prices under autarky (i.e., economic independence or self-

sufficiency), linking two trading systems will lead to significant flows of allowances in one

direction and payments in the other. To the extent this kind of exchange is palatable, it

may make sense. For example, a rich country might be willing to be a significant net buyer

of allowances from a poor country. Or, a small country might be willing to be a net buyer

in exchange for the improved liquidity that arises from linking to a larger market. In other

situations, significant price differences and the implied trade flows would be a sign of imbalance

and may elicit political opposition (Bodansky et al. 2014).

Similarly, the explicit nature of the carbon price in a carbon tax regime suggests that efforts to

harmonize carbon prices will need to explicitly tackle why those prices might deviate. Perhaps

some countries are expected to lead (based, say, on per capita income). Perhaps there is a

recognition of an unequal starting point, in terms of underlying fossil energy prices or other

policies, or to reflect differences in national circumstances.

The decision to link, then, can reflect economic, political, and equity considerations.

Differences in the explicit carbon prices in any two countries' domestic mitigation programs

- or differences in implicit carbon prices (i.e., shadow price of carbon) between any two

programs - highlight opportunities for improving cost-effectiveness through linking. By

lowering the total cost of reducing emissions, linking could then enable more ambitious

mitigation efforts over time.
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The politics of linking are ambiguous. Some may oppose linkage because of large implicit trade

flows through the import of emission allowances. Others may view linkage as a way to level the

carbon-price playing field for energy-intensive manufacturing - in a constructive, coordinated

manner, as opposed to how some view the unilateral

... linkage in conjunction imposition of border tax adjustments. Moreover, linking
with a transparent policy- may create vested interests in maintaining the domestic
surveillance regime could mitigation program that could contribute to a long-term
reduce the political risk for commitment to reducing emissions. Finally, linkage

leaders of countries, in conjunction with a transparent policy-surveillance

regime could reduce the political risk for leaders of

countries. As noted above, transparency increases the

costs to political leaders of failing to deliver on nationally-determined commitments, for

which there is more "political ownership" of the pledge by national leaders than would be

the case with targets that are an outcome of multilateral negotiations. But then, ownership

might be shared again - although among a smaller set of countries - through a linked system

in which mitigation effort is somehow pooled. The potential relationship between linking and

transfers affects how one may assess the equity implications of linking any pair of domestic

mitigation programs. While linking of cap-and-trade programs enables such transfers, simple

coordination or harmonization of domestic carbon taxes may not do so.

Regardless of the motivation to link, there would be very little support for linking if it were

perceived to undermine the environmental benefits of domestic emission mitigation programs.

Indeed, the initial opposition to international emission trading in the Kyoto Protocol by

European negotiators reflected, to some degree, the concern that trading - such as the sale

of so-called Russian "hot air" (excess) allowances to the United States or other developed

countries - would result in higher emissions than would occur under autarky.

Consider two types of potential links. In the first type, two countries implement cap-and-trade

programs and have credible systems of emissions monitoring, allowance tracking, enforcement,

a hard emissions cap, and other design features. In this situation, there may be little risk that

linking two robust cap-and-trade programs would undermine environmental performance. In

the second type, suppose that one country has a robust cap-and-trade program, but the other

country either (a) has implemented a different policy instrument that may not necessarily cap

emissions, or (b) has little experience enforcing environmental regulations. In this latter case,

there may be concerns about the environmental consequences of linking. The next sections

consider this second case in more detail.
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Mitigation Value

Assessments of mitigation value could play an important role in this second type of linking

if countries consider coordinated implementation of two disparate mitigation policies. This

reflects uncertainty about environmental impacts. How should uncertainty in the analysis

inform assessments? First, one type of uncertainty reduces the precision but does not

necessarily bias the estimate of mitigation effort. For example, uncertainty about a forecast of

carbon intensity - due to uncertainty in forecasting economic growth as well as the structure

of the economy - can result in an estimated reduction in emissions under such a policy for a

given country, or for a given emission source operating under a carbon intensity performance

standard, coupled with a characterization of statistical confidence in that estimate. While wide

statistical bounds suggest a lack of precision in the forecast, the forecast may nonetheless be

unbiased. Absent risk aversion over emission outcomes, potentially imprecise but unbiased

estimates of the mitigation value of this policy would not necessarily require specific

consideration in the design of linking.

In contrast, a second type of uncertainty could demand the attention of policymakers when

creating links among domestic mitigation programs. Suppose that a policymaker assigns a

subjective probability to a country's enforcement of its domestic mitigation program. In the

case of countries with limited experience implementing and enforcing emission mitigation

policies, or with a poor track record of enforcing such policies, other countries may believe

that the likely enforcement regime is more likely to result in under compliance than in full

(or over) compliance. In many cases, over compliance may not be possible. For example, a

firm covered by a domestic cap-and-trade program may reduce emissions below the amount

of allowances it holds, but it can then sell unused allowances to another firm (in its own cap-

and-trade program or to a firm in another country if it has linked with the domestic program).

A firm covered by a domestic carbon tax is very unlikely to voluntarily pay more than the

specified tax rate on its emissions. In the context of this type of problem, we would expect that

uncertainty about compliance would yield asymmetric risk (or a bias) with respect to expected

emission abatement.

The same kind of reasoning could apply to evaluations of emission reduction credits under

the Clean Development Mechanism (CDM). Instead of assuming that all CDM projects

are additional, one could instead estimate a probability that a project is non-additional.

Alternatively, one could estimate how a CDM project affects non-project emissions (i.e., an

additional wind project that displaces a coal-fired power plant may result in lower coal prices

that induce an investment elsewhere in a new coal-fired power plant that would not have

occurred in the absence of the wind CDM project). In either case, the risk is asymmetric - it

is unlikely that an additional CDM project delivers emission reductions in excess of what is

assumed on the premise that it is truly additional - and thus expected emissions are likely

lower than emissions assumed under certainty.
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...exchange rates could serve
as a clear signal to those

In this case, linking could still occur subject to policy facing adverse rates that they
design to address this asymmetric risk of less-than- would need to undertake
expected emission reductions by potential sellers efforts to improve the
of allowances (or some form of emission reduction environmental performance
credits). The review of a domestic program could of their domestic mitigation
produce estimates of emission mitigation value program...
that could inform the linking agreement. For
example, exchange rates could be established that would reflect the differences in expected
mitigation value (Metcalf and Weisbach 2012; Lazarus et al. 2015). If calibrated properly to

the probabilities of environmental outcomes - which places demands on the transparency
mechanism, as discussed below - then these exchange rates would ensure that trading under

the linked arrangement would not result in lower environmental benefits than autarky.

Moreover, exchange rates could serve as a clear signal to those facing adverse rates that
they would need to undertake efforts to improve the environmental performance of their
domestic mitigation program in order to realize an appreciation in their exchange rate. In this

sense, the transparency of the exchange rate and the incentives it creates could drive policy
improvements with the intent of moving rates toward parity and, ideally and in the long term,

to the point that exchange rates become moot. Alternative means of restricting trading among

linked policies could also have similar incentive properties. For example, a fixed quota on the

quantity of imported credits from a foreign program or a discount applied to the emission

credits from a foreign program could also address some of the concerns about asymmetric risk

and encourage the government operating the foreign program to improve the environmental

integrity and transparency of its domestic climate policy (Lazarus 2015; Marcu 2015).

Alternatively, the country with the robust domestic mitigation program could agree to only

partial linking with the country with the apparently less robust mitigation program. For

example, the importing program could limit the number of allowances or emission reduction

credits that domestic firms could use for demonstrating compliance with the domestic
mitigation program (Metcalf and Weisbach 2012). While every imported allowance or credit

could potentially represent less than full environmental benefit for the domestic emission
reduction that it would displace, the extent of the environmental loss would be constrained

by the import limit. In the long term, it may be beneficial nonetheless to create such partial
linking in order to create incentives for new countries with limited regulatory enforcement

capacity and modest experience in mitigation emissions, to step forward and launch domestic
mitigation policies. Over time, these new countries could improve the implementation and

enforcement of their domestic programs, which could eventually prompt the importing

country to lift its import limit.
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A linking agreement could also include provisions under which one country could dissolve its

links to the other program. For example, an agreement could stipulate that if the mitigation

value of a country's domestic mitigation program falls below a specified threshold, then other

countries can decide to delink from that country. This would create an additional incentive

for potential exporters to invest in robust implementation and enforcement of their domestic

mitigation programs.

Mitigation Value, Transparency, and Living Mitigation Plans

Assessing the mitigation value of domestic mitigation programs illustrates further the

importance of a rigorous transparency mechanism. It also highlights the role that independent

experts could play in assessments of mitigation value, since such independence could lend

credibility and legitimacy to the assessments. Given the likelihood that the UNFCCC
negotiations fail to deliver a robust transparency and review mechanism in Paris, stakeholders,

academics, and international organizations could play a substantial role in performing

evaluations of domestic mitigation programs.

Countries interested in or already operating under linked arrangements could establish a

norm in their reporting of domestic mitigation programs through Living Mitigation Plans of

focusing on the importance of mitigation value. For example, these countries could explicitly

address the mitigation value of transferred allowances and/or emission credits in their current

or planned linked systems. Moreover, they could emphasize how estimates of mitigation

value by other countries would inform their consideration of future links. A country's Living

Mitigation Plan could also explain how it plans to account for emission trading through

linked systems and related transfers of mitigation effort. This could include discussion of

appropriate institutional details, such as emission registries, that could facilitate linking (see

Bodansky et al. 2014 for more details).

Living Mitigation Plans could also be designed such that they include more than just self-

reported information by governments. For example, a given country's website for its Living

Mitigation Plan would include a section for posting information about its domestic mitigation

programs, but also separate portals for: (a) other parties to post information, including their

own assessments of mitigation value, documentation on exchanges in emission credits or

other forms of mitigation effort, and related details; (b) accredited international organizations,

which already undertake extensive analyses of countries' emission mitigation, energy, land-

use, and related economic policies; and (c) accredited non-governmental organizations

and other observers. Compiling information from all of these sources for a given country's

domestic mitigation program could lower the costs of a multilateral transparency and policy

surveillance mechanism as well as enable independent assessments by interested stakeholders,

academics, and other governments. As noted above, in the long term, a formal and substantial
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institutional capacity for reviewing mitigation efforts that feeds into a facilitative peer review

process will be necessary to establish confidence in the pledge and review regime. In the

interim, Living Mitigation Plans can promote transparency with the aim of realizing some of

the benefits of the more formal process.

7. CONCLUSIONS

The pledge and review approach to emission mitigation in the evolving international climate

policy architecture has the potential to elicit broader participation than previous multilateral

climate efforts. Permitting countries to craft their own mitigation contributions increases the

likelihood that they can produce a pledge that is consistent with their respective domestic

politics, a necessary condition for countries to deliver on any international climate agreement.

With submitted INDCs representing intended mitigation contributions by more than 150

countries, the lead-up to Paris already reflects the broadest commitment to reducing emissions

in the history of the UN climate negotiations. The real challenge, however, is ensuring that

broad participation delivers meaningful and eventually deep emission reductions.

A rigorous transparency and review mechanism can help meet this challenge. Promoting the

understanding of countries' emission mitigation intentions, as well as their performance in

delivering on past pledges, can build confidence and enhance trust in the multilateral climate

regime. This is especially important in light of the considerable heterogeneity that characterizes

the emission-mitigation pledges that have already been submitted in the international

negotiations. While permitting countries to tailor their contributions to their national

circumstances can facilitate broader participation, the transparency of the contributions is

important so that all countries participating in the global agreement understand both the

aggregate effect of coordination as well as the comparability of mitigation effort among peers

and neighbors.

The international community can draw from an array of existing institutional models for

transparency and policy surveillance, including models from the International Monetary

Fund, the World Trade Organization, the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and

Development, among others. The review and analysis of mitigation pledges can likewise draw

from an array of statistical and modeling tools to enable both assessments of aggregate effects

as well as comparisons of mitigation efforts. Leaders, their negotiators, and their publics will

want to understand how the international climate policy regime is faring in addressing the

risks posed by climate change and will likewise want to understand how their contributions

stack up relative to those made by their peers.

To facilitate this transparency, countries can treat their INDCs as the first step in what I
have termed here "Living Mitigation Plans." These plans could be periodically updated to
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reflect new details on countries' mitigation policies, documentation to account for potential

trade or transfers of allowances or mitigation efforts with other countries, as well as data and

analysis on the performance of domestic mitigation programs. Living Mitigation Plans could

also be designed to permit the contribution of data and analysis by other parties as well as

by observers. This foundation could serve as the starting point for a rigorous, independent

external review of pledges. Until the UN climate negotiations can reach agreement on such

transparency mechanisms, Living Mitigation Plans can serve as inputs in the reviews and

analyses that individual governments, stakeholders, academics, international organizations,

and others may undertake of specific domestic mitigation programs.

Such reviews could include assessments of mitigation value that may enable broader linking

of domestic mitigation programs. Given the heterogeneity in mitigation pledges and the

associated heterogeneity in domestic mitigation programs, informed evaluations of mitigation

will be necessary for the linking of disparate programs across countries. As transparency and

reviews build trust that countries participating in the international climate policy architecture

are moving forward together, opportunities for linking will enable them to seek out and

exploit the lowest-cost ways of reducing emissions, which can in turn lead to even more

ambitious mitigation goals.
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